Dear Mayor Daley,

To make Chicago a better place, open up more schools for the children. Fix the holes in the street so the it won't be so hard for the cars to get through because when the cars hit the holes the back of their car gets hit. Plant more flowers so it can look better, put more books in the school for the children and make more play grounds for the children so they can have some fun.

To make Chicago a better place, more recycle cans on the streets and place, Signs up to let people know why its important to recycle. Make more jobs with better pay so people can have enough money to pay their bills.

5-29-09
To make Chicago a better place
Shut down the weapon shops and make those into something different like a toy shop with lots of toys like dolls, trucks, and dollhouse and other things too.

love

trust yours,

old street

With holds

new street with no hold